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specific, flexible labeling of proteins in living cells

LigandLink™ Universal Labeling

Active Motif’s LigandLink™ Universal Labeling technology* is an innovative tool for the specific labeling of proteins 

in living cells. With LigandLink, it is now possible to create a single fusion protein that can be labeled with a variety 

of tags, making it ideal for use in FRET and localization studies. LigandLink is easy to use; the gene of interest is 

first cloned in frame with the gene for E. coli dihydrofolate reductase (eDHFR) in the pLL-1 vector (see Figure 2 on 

back). The vector is then transfected into mammalian cells and used to express fusion protein. Twenty-four hours 

later, the protein of interest is labeled simply by adding the LigandLink Label of choice to the cell medium (Figure 1). 

Depending on the cell type and the characteristics of the label, cells can be imaged in as little as 10 minutes.

LigandLink advantages

• Spend less time on cloning and clone validation – clone only 
once, then obtain different functionalities by using different 
LigandLink Labels

• Small label – eDHFR is much smaller than GFP, so is unlikely to 
interfere with protein functions/interactions

• High specificity – TMP is an antibiotic that was engineered to 
bind eDHFR specifically, but not interact with mammalian proteins

• Superior fluorescence – synthetic dyes have improved spectral 
properties vs. naturally fluorescent proteins

• Label your protein in living cells – LigandLink Labels are cell  
permeable

• Two color labels to choose from – Fluorescein (green) and 
Hexachlorofluorescein (red)

Figure 1:  Specific protein labeling using LigandLink. 
The gene of interest is cloned into pLL-1 in frame with the vector’s E. coli dihydrofolate reductase (eDHFR) gene. After transfection 
into cells, the protein of interest is expressed as a fusion to eDHFR. Addition of cell-permeable LigandLink Label to the medium 
results in rapid, specific, high-affinity binding of the TMP on the LigandLink Label to eDHFR on the fusion protein.
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Product Format Catalog No.

LigandLink™ pLL-1 Kit 1 kit 34001

LigandLink™ pLL-1-NFκB p65 Kit 1 kit 34004

LigandLink™ pLL-1-p53 Kit 1 kit 34005

LigandLink™ pLL-1-STAT1 Kit 1 kit 34006

LigandLink™ Fluorescein Label 300 rxns 34101

LigandLink™ Hexachlorofl uorescein Label 300 rxns 34104

* Patent pending.

C O N T E N T S  &  S T O R A G E

Each LigandLink Kit contains 20 µg of vector and 100 
reactions of LigandLink Fluorescein Label. Each reaction 
of LigandLink Label is suffi cient to label a single well of 
a 96-well plate. Store at 4°C. All reagents are guaranteed 
stable for 6 months when stored properly.

User-friendly vector

The LigandLink vector, pLL-1, was designed for convenience of use. It 
features a CMV promoter for high-level expression of eDHFR fusion 
proteins, with Kanamycin for selection of stable cell lines. The multiple 
cloning site (MCS) was designed to facilitate cloning, whatever method 
you use. In addition to many popular restriction sites, the MCS 
includes three blunt-cutting restriction enzymes toward the 3´ end, 
each in a different reading frame with the eDHFR gene. This makes 
possible a number of PCR and restriction enzyme cloning strategies.

Pre-made translocation vectors make it easy

The LigandLink Universal Labeling technology is ideal for studying 
translocation events because of the highly permeable nature of the 
TMP ligand and the simple way in which proteins are labeled in in vivo 
environments (Figure 3). To make it even easier, we have already devel-
oped a line of pre-made vectors containing transcription factors such 
as NFκB, STAT and p53 that are ready to transfect into the mammalian 
cell line of your choice.
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Figure 3:  Translocation of NFκB p65 while labeled with LigandLink Fluorescein.
U2OS cells were transfected with pLL-1-NFκB p65. Two days later, the cells were stimulated by TPA (50 ng/ml) and CI (0.5 µM) and labeled by addition of LigandLink 
Fluorescein Label to the media. Prior to stimulation, NFκB p65 is located in the cytoplasm of the cell. Upon activation, the p65 protein translocates to the nucleus.

Figure 2:  The LigandLink pLL-1 vector.
The LigandLink vector was designed to make it easy to clone your gene of 
interest in frame with the eDHFR gene, no matter which strategy you choose.


